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Monash to play key role in national Institute
Monash will play a leading role in the establishment of the national I.angLiages Institute of Australia.
The institute, which will be composed of research centres at
tertiary institutions in Melbourne, Sydney and Brisbane, will
be administered by a director and central secretariat based
in  Melbourne  and  responsible  to  the  Vice-Chancellor  of
Monash  University,  Professor  Mal  Logan.  In  addition,  a

•` ~anguage and Society research centre will be established at
Monash.

The Federal Government has allocated $1.1 million to the
institute for its first year of operation, of which $150,000 will
go to the Language and Society research centre. It has been
established under  the  National  Policy  on Languages,  with
additional funds from the Key Centres program.

The  new  institute  will  encompass  expertise  and  activity
from  all  three  of  the  faculty's  priority  areas:  Australian
Studies,  European  Studies  and  Asian  Studies.  It  will  also
strengthen the  faculty's significant initiatives in the field of
Applied Linguistics.

The  aim  of  the  Languages  Institute  of Australia  is  to
improve  quality  and  relevance  of  language  education,  in
keeping with the goals and principles of the National Policy
on Languages and Australia's social, economic and cultural
needs.

It   will   provide   professional   development,   operate   a
database, conduct research,  and assess language education
needs. The Institute also will conduct a review of language

'` ;aching in higher education.
The secretariat will co-ordinate the nationwide program

and   offer   advisory   services.   Teaching   and   Curriculum
Centres will be established throughout Australia, the first of
which will be within the secretariat.

Initial   research   centres   within   the   institute   will   be
Language    and    Society    (Monash    University),    Second
LanguageLearning(Sydneyuniversity),Testing(Melbourne
University, Brisbane CAE), and Language and Technology
(University of Queensland).

The Monash centre will  focus on language in the social
context,  conducting  and  interpreting  research  on  bi-  and
multilingualism,     language     and     culture,     intercultural
communication  and  language  policy,  as well  as  studies  on
second language acquisition, attrition and activation.

Monash  will  also  play  a  role   in  the  development   of
curriculum materials, particularly for distance education (in
conjunction with the Queensland centre).

Chair in Geography and Environmental Science
Professor Gordon Leslie Clark of the School of Urban and
Public  Affairs,   Carnegie   Mellon   University,   Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania,  has  been  appointed  to  the  second  chair  in
Geography and Environmental Science. I I

Professor Clark graduated BEc from Monash in 1973, and
gained his MA in geography two years later. In 1978 he was
admitted to the degree of Doctor of Philosophy at MCMaster
University,   Hamilton,   Ontario,   and   subsequently   was
appointed as an assistant professor at Harvard University. In
1983 he became an associate professor at the University of
Chicago.

Since  1985,  he  has been  professor  of labor  studies  and
urban policy at the School of Urban and Public Affairs at
Carnegie Mellon University.

In   the   United   States,   Professor   Clank  worked   as   a
National Research Council Fellow for the National Academy
of Science's Committee on National Urban Policy, providing
expert  advice in court  cases  dealing with land use zoning,
and  urban  structure  and  planning.  He  participated  in  a
project on comparative land use policy in Canada and the
United   States,   and   also   consulted   on   issues   such   as
community   economic   development,   local   labor   market
training, and displaced workers.

Professor    Clark's    research    interests    include    urban
structure   and   politics,   urban   pubhc   policy,   urban   and
regional  economic  development,  and  poliey  analysis  as  a
mode of thinking. He has written or co-written four books,
as well as many articles on local labor markets and the role
and rationale of government policies in urban societies. He
is North American associate editor of Rcgr.ow¢/ SfwdJ.eJ.

Professor Clark was born in 1950.

Asian Studies information bank
The Institute of Contemporary Asian Studies is conducting
a  survey  of research  collections  on Asia  held  by Monash
staff with a view to establishing a resource centre on Asian
cultures, societies, languages and business.

The resource centre is considered of vital importance to
the development of teaching and research in Asian studies
in    Australia,    and    will    include    books,    videocassettes,
audiocassettes,  photographs,  musical  instruments  and field
notes.

For    further    information,    contact    Acting    Professor
Margaret Kartomi of Music on ext 3230.

Churchill Fellowship for postgraduate
Mrs Jo Cavanagh,  a postgraduate student in Social Work,
has been awarded a 1990 Churchill Fellowship.

Mrs  Cavanagh,  the  Program  Development  Officer  at
Copelen Street Family Services, South Yarr.a, will study the
implementation of innovative programs in the United States
and Canada which have been developed in response to the
incidence of abuse of children in substitute care.



Book sale in Main hibrary
About  3000  books  on  subjects  including  art,  history,  and
English and German literature will be on sale in the Main
Library Conference Room on Thursday 27 July between 9
am and 5 pin.

Education Minister to speck to alumni
The State Minister for Education, Mrs Joan Kirner, will be
guest  speaker   at  a  dinner  to  be  held  by  the   Monash
Education Alumni  on Thursday 20 July, beginning at 7.30
pin in the Banquet Room, Union Building. The cost is $30
a head.

Those  who  wish  to  attend  should  contact  the  Alumni
Officer, Ms Joan Szalman, on ext 2787 before 17 July.

David Nicol Smith selninar
The Australasian and Pacific Society for Eighteenth Century
Studies  will  present  David  Nicol  Smith  Seminar  VIII  at
Monash from 25-28 June 1990.

Papers are invited on any topic relating to the conference
theme  of  "Social  reform   and  cultural  discourses  in  the
eighteenth century".

The  deadline  for  submission  of topics  is  30  September.
For  further information,  contact the  conference  convenor,
Professor  Clive Probyn of the English Department,  on ext
2130.

Garnet H. CaIToll Prize
A  reminder  that  nominations  for  the  Garnet  H.  Carroll
Prize  for  musical  productions  staged  between  1  October
1988   and   30   September   1989   close   with   the   Assistant
Registrar, Arts Faculty, on 30 September.

The prize may be awarded to one or more students or to
a  group,   such  as   a  club,   for   any  aspect  of  a  musical,
including costuming, set  design, lighting, production, lyrics,
music or performance.

Tar fous
Staff are  advised that S  tax forms are now available at the
Salaries  Office.  Returns  lodged  with  the  office  before  21
July will be collected and (according to the Taxation Office)
processed swiftly.

Research Grants
Australian Academy of Science, Powsey Medal
The Australian Academy of Science invites nominations for
the  commemorative  Pawsey  medal.  The  purpose  of  the
award is to recognise outstanding research in experimental
physics. To be eligible, candidates' dates of birth must fall no
earlier than 30 September 1952 and their research must have
been carried out mainly in Australia.
Australian Academy Of Science, Gottschalk Medal
The Australian Academy of Science invites nominations for
the   commemorative  Gottschalk  Medal  which  recognises
distinguished research in the medical or biological sciences
by  younger  scientists.  To  be  eligible,  candidates'  dates  of
birth must fall no earlier than 30 September 1952, they must
not  be  Fellows  of the  Academy,  and  their  research  must
have been carried out mainly in Australia.
Australian Acadenry of Science, Frederick White Prize
The Australian Academy of Science invites nominations for
the commemorative Frederick White Prize.   The prize will
be   awarded   to   a   scientist   whose   research   has   been
undertaken   mainly  in   Australia   and   is   in   the   physical
sciences  (mathematics,  physics,  astronomy,  chemistry),  the

terrestrial and planetary sciences, or the biolochcal sciences
(plant and animal sciences at all levels).

The prize shall be used to support any part of the cost of
the    recipient's    personal    research    program,    including
equipment, travel and publication, up to an amount of $3000.

Further information  on the  above  awards  is  available from
the  Research  Administration  Office,  eict  3012.  Applications
close with the office on 20 September.

Scholarships and Feuowships
1990 Rthodes Scholarship
Applications are invited for the above scholarship for study
at Oxford University.

Applicants should be Australian citizens, have passed their
19th but not their 25th birthday by 1 October 1990 and have
achieved  a  bachelor's  degree,  preferably  with  honors,  by
October 1990.

Further   information   and   application   forms   may   be
obtained from the Registrar's Inquiry Office, Ground Floor,
Raymond   Priestley   Building,   University   of  Melbourne,
Parkville 3052.

ap#cpan:::i]s°nwins:::[€e ba:c:°p€8:i by  1  September.    Lat ~~`
Computer courses

The   following   short   courses   are   being   offered  by  the
Computer Centre, berinning 16 July:
Intro to COB0L (L5C) 16, 23, 30 July, 6, 13 August; 12.30 -
4.30 pin.

Intermediate Spreadsheets (SS2D)  17,  18 July; 6 -  10 pin.
Introduction to Spreadsheets (SSIG) 19, 20 July; 7 - 10 pin.
Advanced Wordperfect (W3D)  19, 20 July; 9.30 am - 1 pin.

For further information on enrolment, contact the centre
on ext 4765.

Coming events
8 July           .4/fcmoan  cowcc#  -Young  organists  society

of Australia present music by J.S. Bach, Dubois,
Handel, and Whitlock. Robert Blackwood Hall.
3pm.

9 July            Eve#!.#g co#ccrf -Argentinean folk music and
dance. Robert Blackwood Hall. 6 pin.

12 July          Womc# 's srz/dj.cs semz.#¢r -"Women from other J`
latitudes", featuring "Female subjectivity in 19th
and 20th century Italian history", by Dr Paola Di
Cori, University of Urbino, Italy,  and "Recent
feminive   writing   in   Spanish   America",   by
Professor Sharon Magnarelli, Albertus Magnus
College, New Haven, Connecticut. Room 1010,
Menzies Building. 2 pin.
Mo#Jcrscml.#¢r - "The impact of globalisation
onhumanresourcesmanagement",byProfessor
Janice  Mccormick,  Harvard Business  School.
MonlcT   Building   (near   Japanese   Studies
Centre). 3 pin.

T3 July           Southeast  Asian   Studies   Seminar   -"A  mow
history of Southeast Asia: Problems of writing
it",   by   Professor   John   Legge.   Room   515,
Menzies Building.  11.15  am.

14 July          Dep¢#mc#f a/.4#¢fony seml.#ar -"Studies on
pancreatic transplantation in the rat", by Dr P.
Jablonski. Padua Theatre. 4 pin.



Positions vacant
New positions available, not previously listed in SOUND

Academic
Department      of      Accounting      &      Finance      -      Lecturer/Senior

E|C,t4u5rge-r#8¥ia:: ?s=i:::o|;.i:::3;-#3,,:?2 i: ((1::t=riear,):
professor).   Inquiries:   Professor   C.   Peirson,   ext   2324.   Ref
22212C.  14/8/89.

Department  Of  Leonomics  -  Tutor/Senior  Tutor.   $22,631-$26,389  pa
(tutor);  $27,139-$30,882 pa  (senior  tutor).  Inquiries:  Professor
R. Snape,  ext 2320.  Ref 20113.  28/7/89.

Department of Medicine - Senior Lecturer (clinical).  cal,459-ca8,086 pa
with clinical loading where appropriate. Inquiries: Professor H.
Salem, 520 2811.  Ref 31112A.  25/8/89.

Deparimen2t22°]f3S.C3;#ign.g &  Finance  - Tutor.  $22,631-$26,389 pa.  Ref

General & Technical
Distance  ELucation  -  Assistant   Registrar.   or5,577-Or7,432  pa  (A07);

"9,076-eso,931   pa   (AO   8).   Appointment   for   five   years.
Inquiries:  Ms Barbara Davey, ext 4055.  Ref 902122C. 28/7/89.

Occupational Health  & Safety Branch -  Senior Secretary a/t).  $22,648-
$23,587    pa    pro    rata    (two    days    per    week,    three-year
appointment).  Inquiries:  Dr  C. Tillman,  ext 4049.  Ref 902143.
Tl1718,D..-

Dr J. Ehardall
(Botany and Zcology)
Dr S. Jeffrey
(Div. of Fisheries Research)

Dr C. Bemdt
(Materials Engneering)
Dr G. Haddad
(Div.  of Applied Physics)

Assoc Prof J.  Cashion
Mr G. Mcon
(Physics)
Dr D. Dixon
(Div.  of Chemicals and  Polymers)

Professor J.  Cullen
Mr M. Whitehead
(Botany & Zhology)
Dr 8.  Green

` Div. of Wildlife and Ecology)
Professor R Dickson
(Chemistry)
Dr J. Boland
Dr L. Paterson
(Div.  of Geomechanics)

Dr D. Gaff
(Botany and Zoology)
Dr M.  Ludlow
(Div. of Tropical  Crops and  Pastures)

Professor D. Koch
(Chemical Engineering)
Dr R Wcods
(Div. of Miheral Products)

Professor A. Linnane
Dr M. Tymms
Dr P. Hertzog
Dr G. MCMullen
(Ctr for Molecular Biology and Medicine)
Dr P.  Coleman
(Div.  of Biotechnology)

Professor G. Lister
Dr M. Jessell
(harth Sciences)
Dr S.  Cox
(Div.  of Geomechanics)

---_ I

•Research Administration - Word Processing Typist.  $19,884-$20,607 pa.
Inquiries:  Mrs N.  Gilbert, ext 3006.  Ref 902133.  14/7/89.

Department  of Mechanical  Entineering -  Secretary.  $21,680-$22,406 pa.
Inquiries:  Professor J. Crisp, ext 3572.  Ref 2543. 21/7/89.

Administration  Data  Processing - Analyst/Programmer.  $24,604-$30,457
pa.  Inquiries:  Mr C. Whalley, ext 3026.  Ref 9028102A.  21/7/89.

•Occupational  Health  &  Safety Branch  -  Occupational  Health Adviser.

$30j23-$32,051 pa. Inquiries: Dr C. Tillman, ext 4049. Ref 90214238.
•411lorD.

Faculty of Education  -  Duplicator  Operator  (2  positions  p/t).  $19,183-
$20,180 pa  pro  rata.  Inquiries:  Mrs  V.  Kelly,  ext  2843.  Ref 162109.
211718,D.

•Advertised in SOUND only

If you  intend  to apply for a position you should obtain a copy of a full
advertisement  from  Personnel  Branch.  Einension  4039,  4011,  3095.  AIl
applications must carry a job reference number.

Gimstand lnsthite Of Adraneed Educchon
F;na%Cuenjaonr;;;2ao¥#S%tj%p-a%::[ut;.tsA3gitan"12,440$17,807pa

Inquiries   should   be   directed   to   the   Personnel   Manager,   Gippsland
Institute   of  Advanced   Education,   Switchback   Road,   Churchill   3842.
Telephone (051) 220 228. A copy of a full advertisement is available from
Personnel Branch, Monash University.

CSIRO/Monash Research Grants

$2500           The  measurement  of  the  ribulose  biphosphate  carboxylase  content  of
marine  micro  algae  in  relation  to  estimation  of  primary  productivity
(Initial)

seooo           Production and  characterisation  of plasma-sprayed  ceramic coatings  for
prosthetic use (Renewal)

esoco           Mossbauer study of changes to the magnetite particles during operation
of the sirofloc process (I)

$6600

es500

$12,000

$75cO

Free-ranging energeties and food consumption  rates of Adelie  Penguins
in Prydz Bay, Antarctica (I)

Computerised  image  analysis  of  pore  size  distribution  in  oil  reservoir
rocks  (I)

The  physiologival  basis  of  dehydration  tolerance  in  tropical  crop  and
forage legumes (R)

Electrachemical studies of interactions between sulphide  minerals under
flotation related conditions (I)

$8000            Complexing  of  interferon-al4  and  an  anti-interferon-a  fab  fragment  to
obtain crystals for x-ray crystallography (I)

$3500            MicrostructuraL observations of brittle sliding and wear (R)



Dr J.  Monaghan
(Mathematics)
Dr K Hourigan
(Div. of Building,  Con;truction and Engineering)

Dr D.MacFarlane
Mr A. Uhlherr
(Chemistry)
Dr T. Efastow
(Div. of Materials Science)

Dr J. Mccluskey
(Pathology and lmmunology)
Dr P.  Hudson
Dr P. Colman
(Div. of Biotechnology)

Dr R. Pollard
Mr S. Harker
(Physics)
Dr C.  Foley
Dr J. fadogan
(Div. of Applied Physics)

Professor P.  Rossiter
Assoc Prof R Mcpherson
Dr J. Bennett
(Materials Engineering)
Mr A.  Siggivs
Mr L. Hunt
(Div.  of Geomechanics)

Dr G.  Samson
Dr W. Foley
dsoc Prof A. Lee
(Botany and Zhology)
Dr S. Cork
(Div. of Wildlife and Ecology)

Dr L.  Spiccia
(Chemistry)
Dr K Montgomery
(Div. of Wool Technology)

Dr C. Tiu
(Chemical Engineering)
Dr H.  Greaves
Mr Chin
Mr Watkins
(Div. of Forestry and Forest Products)

Dr R Tobin
(Physics)
Dr M. Swain
Mr D. Swingler
(Div. of Materials Science and Technology)

$9un           Advanced numerical code for flow simulation (I)

$4On           NMR Spectroscopy of heavy metal fluoride glasses (I)

$10'000 Structural and functional analysis of molecules involved in immunological
recognition - potential for the development of novel pharmaceuticals (I)

esoco           Magnetic properties of glassy alloys (I)

$10,000 Investigation of high  temperature superconductors as  materials for high
efficiency antennae in ground probing radar (I)

$7un           The nutritional quality of eucalypt foliage for arboreal marsupials (R)

$9400            The application of chromium (Ill) hydrolytic oligomers in leather tanning
(R)

$5000            Rheology and performance of oil-in-water emulsions in timber (R)

$2000            Composite cathode materials for flow discharge electron beams (R)

Autholised ty the lnfomation Office.


